226	PUNCTUATION
to write should make a practice of putting down all they want
to say without stops first What then, on reading over,
naturally arranges itself contrary to the intention should be
not punctuated, but altered; and the stops should be as few
as possible, consistently with the recognized rules. At this
point those rules should follow; but adequately explained
and illustrated, they would require a volume; and we can
only speak of common abuses and transgressions of them.
First comes what may be called for short the spot-plague—
the tendency to make full-stops do all the work. The
comma, most important, if slightest, of all stops, cannot
indeed be got rid of, though even for that the full-stop is
substituted when possible ; but the semicolon is now as much
avoided by many writers as the colon (in its old use) by
most. With the semicolon go most of the conjunctions. Now
there is something to be said for the change, or the two
changes: the old-fashioned period, or long complex sentence,
carefully worked out with a view to symmetry, balance, and
degrees of subordination, though it has a dignity of its own, is
formal, stiff, and sometimes frigid; the modern newspaper
vice of long sentences either rambling or involved (far com-
moner in newspapers than the spot-plague) is inexpressibly
wearisome and exasperating. Simplification is therefore
desirable. But journalists now and then, and writers with
more literary ambition than ability generally, overdo the thing
till it becomes an affectation; it is then little different from
Victor Hugo's device of making every sentence a paragraph,
and our last state is worse than our first. Patronizing arch-
ness, sham ingenuousness, spasmodic interruption, scrappy
argument, dry monotony, are some of the resulting impres-
sions. We shall have to trouble the reader with at least one
rather long specimen; the spot-plague in its less virulent
form, that is, when it is caused not by pretentiousness or bad
taste, but merely by desire to escape from the period, does
not declare itself very rapidly. What follows is a third or so

